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ABSTRACT. Layer-oriented Multi-Conjugate Adaptive Optics (MCAO), from a strictly optical point of view,
is a sort of three-dimensional anamorphic relay of the atmosphere in which the turbulence is sensed within a
small volume where a few detectors can be placed in a variety of combinations discussed elsewhere. In its original
form, this approach imposes a practical limit on the minimum size of the reimaged pupils and hence requires
large-format detectors with an equivalent pixel size that can be 1 to 2 orders of magnitude larger than what is
available using the current technology. We show here that such a limit can be easily overcome without losing
any of the advantages, both practical and fundamental, offered by the layer-oriented approach. Some alternative
techniques, characterized by some practical disadvantages, are sketched in order to possibly inject new ideas into
the MCAO domain.

1. INTRODUCTION

The layer-oriented concept was described for the first time
in Ragazzoni (1999) and Ragazzoni et al. (2000). The basic
idea is to reproduce a three-dimensional anamorphic copy of
the atmospheric volume by optically co-adding the light from
several reference sources. In the image space, a few detectors
can be conveniently placed, conjugate to specific atmospheric
layers. In the simplest implementation of the layer-oriented
scheme, each detector drives the response of an associated
deformable mirror conjugate to the same layer. This way, a
correction is also achieved for the turbulence located away from
the conjugate layers (see, e.g., Diolaiti et al. 2001).
Any pupil plane wave-front sensor naturally fits the layer-

oriented approach, even though this is not strictly necessary.
A suitable choice is the pyramid wave-front sensor (PS), char-
acterized by a considerable limiting magnitude gain in closed
loop (Ragazzoni & Farinato 1999; Esposito & Riccardi 2001;
Carbillet et al. 2003; Vérinaud 2004). This modified Foucault-
like wave-front sensor (Ragazzoni 1996) uses a pyramid and

a modulating system (for instance a tip-tilt mirror; Riccardi
1996) to measure the wave-front aberrations in a pupil plane.
The dynamic modulation can be avoided with an alternative
approach recently proposed by Ragazzoni et al. (2002), based
on a static diffusing plate placed in an intermediate pupil plane.
The implementation of the layer-oriented approach involves

a practical difficulty, namely the quite large size of the reimaged
pupils formed by the PSs. As shown in § 2, a typical size for
an 8 m class telescope with a 2! field of view (FOV) may
amount to several millimeters. Considering that an array of

pupils has to fit the observation plane and that a larger2# 2
region is required for conjugation to a finite altitude layer, we
can conclude that large format (at least 10 mm in size) CCD
detectors are required. A large binning is also necessary in
order to sample the pupils with a metapixel comparable to the
equivalent size. These requirements, along with the need forr0
a fast readout, translate into considerable practical difficulties.
In this paper we show that this inconvenience can be easily

overcome. After a detailed calculation of the minimum detector
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Fig. 1.—Size of the pupil image in the direct 1 : 1 method. The output of
each pyramid is represented by a single exit beam for simplicity. The distance
between the pyramids and the objective is equal to the objective focal length
in this figure, although this is not a strictly necessary condition.

size needed in the direct approach, we suggest different pos-
sibilities to reduce the size of the exit pupil images, commenting
on them in terms of feasibility. We emphasize the best solution
proposed, which is based on the idea of enlarging the focal
ratio of each reference star individually. In this way the rei-
maged pupil size can be arbitrarily shrunk, because it is related
to the inverse of the focal ratio, while the reciprocal distances
among the stars in the focal plane are left unchanged.

2. THE DIRECT 1 : 1 APPROACH
The PSs positioned in the focal plane of the telescope (of

diameter D and focal length f) divide the light of the reference
stars in four beams each. In what follows, we will consider a
telecentric telescope for simplicity. An objective of focal length
, positioned after the pyramids, combines the beams corre-fl
sponding to the different stars and forms four pupil images
(see Fig. 1, where the objective is represented by a thin lens).
The minimum clear optical diameter of the reimagingdl

optics is determined by the width of the focal plane region
where the pyramids are placed and by the beam divergence.
Using the small-angle approximation, one obtains a lower limit
for the clear optical diameter

fld 1 vf! , (1)l F

where v is the wave-front sensor (WFS) FOV and F is the
telescope focal ratio. It should be stressed that the second term
in the right-hand side is usually negligible. It can be easily
deduced that the size of each pupil image is given by

f Fdl l ls p p , (2)
F F

where is the focal ratio of the reimaging optics. When theFl
lower limit for is considered, neglecting for simplicity thedl
second term in the right-hand side of equation (1), the size of
the pupil image can be expressed as

s ! FvD. (3)l

Considering, for example, the Very Large Telescope (VLT)
diameter ( m) and a FOV of , the pupil size is"D p 8 v p 2

mm. Using a fiber taper, the focal number of thes ! F # 4.6l

reimaging optics can be reduced down to , which givesF p 0.5l

a pupil size of mm. An array of pupil imagess # 2.3 2# 2
is formed on the detector, and a larger size is necessary to
account for the displacement of the various footprints on a
finite altitude layer. Moreover, in order to match the pupil sam-
pling to the equivalent , we deduce an ideal metapixel sizer0
of

p ! Fvr . (4)l 0

In the visible ( cm) we obtain mm, whiler p 10 p p F # 600 l

in the infrared ( cm) the pixel size must be of the orderr p 900

of mm. Such an optical design implies a largep p F # 530l

pupil size and hence requires a big CCD format with big pixels
(this is in contrast with the features of the most common CCDs)
and massive binning (which runs counter to the need for a fast
CCD).

3. ENLARGING THE STARS
In order to overcome the problems presented by the large

pupil size on the WFS, a certain number of solutions to fit the
detector dimensions are possible. For example, in Figures 2
and 3, we sketched a solution in which a combination of a
curved focal plane and nontelecentricity bends the light, form-
ing a resized pupil image. In Figure 4, an even more complex
system “moves” the stars in the focal plane, arranging them in
a homothetic copy of the stars’ pattern. Both of these ap-
proaches are rather impractical and exhibit some drawbacks.
For instance, in the first solution, by curving the focal plane,
the pupils are severely tilted on the detector, and the actual
conjugation altitude depends on their positions, while the sec-
ond solution requires a large optomechanical system for each
reference.
An alternative approach to the latter is illustrated here. It is

characterized by a relatively simple optomechanical layout. The
concept is fully described, and a number of issues are discussed,
along with a practical implementation of the idea in a real
instrument.

3.1. The Concept
The basic idea is to increase the focal ratio of the beams on

each pyramid pin: according to equation (2), this translates into
a reduction of the reimaged pupil size. An optical train is added
before each pyramid in order to change the focal ratio of the
beams from F to . This enlarges the apparent size of the"F
stars, while their position and relative distances are left
unchanged.
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Fig. 2.—(a) Three beams converge onto a telecentric focal plane. (b) Optical
window displaces the focus of one beam. (c) Diverging lens generates a curved
focal surface and moves the position of the exit pupil, in this case from an
infinite to a finite distance on the left of the lens itself. A similar curved plate
is therefore suited to adjust the exit pupil position in the configuration shown
in (d), where the three beams converge onto a nontelecentric focal plane. A
combination of the last two concepts yields the solution (e), in which each
star beam converging onto the curved focal surface is split by the associated
pyramid in four beams (not shown here); then a set of two lenses forms four
pupil images on the center of the curvature of the focal surface.

Fig. 3.—Possible optomechanical design for the curved focal plane solution.
Several arms moving on a spherical slide place the pyramids and their related
optical trains in the appropriate position. The positioning can be accomplished
by two independent movements: radial (r) and azimuthal (v). A beamsplitter,
not shown here, can be used to obtain an image of the finite altitude layer.

According to the layout shown in Figure 5, the final pupil
size is

fls p (5)"F

or, recalling the minimum clear optical diameter of the objective
(eq. [1]),

F
s ! FvD . (6)l "F

The latter result, compared to equation (3), yields a pupil
smaller by a factor ."k p F /F p f /f2 1

3.2. Pupil Reimaging Issues
In principle there are no limits on the pupil shrinking factor

k, other than practical ones. While this statement holds strictly
when the reimaging of the ground layer is considered, an upper
limit does exist if one considers the reimaging errors of the
finite-altitude portion of the turbulence. The layer-oriented sys-
tem forms an anamorphic copy of the atmosphere, and the
detector, which measures the finite altitude turbulence, is placed
in a certain plane conjugated, for instance, with the strongest
finite altitude layer. The concept of a conjugate plane, however,
is related to a nominal situation in which the aberrations are
small. When this condition is not true, as in an open loop and
in the bootstrap phase, the finite altitude layers appear distorted
on the detector plane: proportionally to the conjugation alti-
tudes, the pupil images are distorted by the aberrations intro-
duced by the ground-level turbulence. Just to give an idea of
these effects, a seeing of !1" at ground level corresponds to a
maximum distortion of 5 cm on a conjugate layer at 10 km.
This effect is greater in the solution presented here, based on
the star enlargers, than in the 1 : 1 approach discussed in § 2.
With the star enlargers, in fact, the considered conjugated plane
is formed at a distance from the reimaged pupil k times larger
than in an equivalent 1 : 1 approach yielding the same pupil
size. This means that if in the 1 : 1 approach the distance be-
tween the detector positions relative to the ground conjugation
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Fig. 4.—The stars are moved closer to one another by a set of 1 : 1 reimaging systems. Shrinking the focal plane without changing the size of each star allows
us to reduce the final pupil image.

Fig. 5.—Schematic of star beams with focal ratio F focused onto the telescope focal plane. Each star is magnified by a “star enlarger” composed of two lenses
of focal length and , which increases the focal ratio to . The reciprocal distances among the stars in the second focal plane are left unchanged, whereas their"f f F1 2

size is increased by the factor . This is a homothetic transformation of each star image considered separately. The pyramids split the light beams, and thef /f2 1

objective of focal length finally produces the four pupil images (only one is shown here, for simplicity). The lenses in the star enlargers are arranged in suchfl
a way that the beams in between are collimated, even though this is not a strictly necessary condition. If the reimaging is optically conjugated to the entrance
pupil, then the footprints of all the references overlap, while if it is conjugated to finite altitude, layers their footprints are arranged according the references’
angular positions with respect to the optical axis. The overall possible directions in the FOV are projected on a “metapupil” larger and larger than the pupil as
the conjugation altitude increases more and more.
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Fig. 6.—(a) Star enlargers increase the focal number without changing the
distances between the stars, while (b) a homothetic transformation would in-
crease both the focal number and the distance between the beams. If Dz is the
detector position corresponding to the altitude h where we conjugate the upper
deformable mirror and detector, the plane conjugated to this altitude in the
image space is k times farther from the pupil image when using star enlargers.
We just mention here that the “equivalent” configuration shown in (b), giving
the same pupil size as (a), might not be feasible, because it might require an
exceedingly fast focal ratio of the reimaging optics.

Fig. 7.—Detailed view of how the anamorphic copy of the atmosphere
works. A nominal ray and an aberrated one intersecting at the same point of
the pupil cross different portions of the atmosphere. The lateral displacement
between the two rays on a given finite altitude layer is associated with the
reimaging error affecting this layer in open loop, when the aberrations are
large. Actually the back-projection is a first-order approximation of the actual
path, followed by the true ray, which is randomly deviated at each layer from
the altitude h down to the telescope pupil.

and finite conjugation altitudes is , it changes to whenDz kDz
the star enlarger optics are inserted (see Fig. 6). A nominal
and an aberrated ray intersecting at the same point on the
telescope pupil (Fig. 7) are laterally displaced on the finite
altitude layer; following the previous reasoning, this displace-
ment is approximately k times larger in the approach based on
the star enlargers.
According to Figure 7, the intersection of the aberrated ray

with the finite altitude layer can be approximated with the back-
projection of the ray itself, seen from the entrance pupil. This
projection depends only on the arrival angle at the grounda(0)
( ). At a given altitude h, the linear distance between theh p 0
nominal ray and the projected one, in the 1 : 1 approach, is

Dl p ha(0). (7)proj

When using the star enlargers, this figure becomes k times

larger; assuming , we obtaina(0) ! l/r0

l
Dl ! k h. (8)proj r0

The projected distance is a first-order approximation of the
actual distance between the nominal and the true position of
the ray at the altitude h; it is, however, a good approximation
of the reimaging error. We can write the condition that k has
to fill to ensure negligible errors:

l
k h ! r (h). (9)0r0
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Fig. 8.—A misalignment of the star enlarger–pyramid group translates into a tip-tilt signal on the pyramid, because the enlarged beam no longer hits the pyramid
pin. Once this error signal tends to zero in closed loop, a deflection of the beam incident on the pyramid is experienced, leading to a pupil displacement. This
translates into a tolerance requirement on the tip-tilt of this group, which is discussed in the text.

As is 2 to 3 times larger than the overall at a typicalr (h) r0 0

altitude km, one can rewrite the previous relation ash ! 10

v0k # 2.5 . (10)
l/r0

Using the Paranal seeing and isoplanatic patch in the R bandv0
(Le Louarn et al. 1998), we obtain , 28, and 10 for whatk # 80
are respectively indicated as excellent, good, and median seeing
conditions in Le Louarn et al. These values are compatible with
the actual choice adopted in a practical implementation of this
approach (see below). If k exceeds this limit, a deterioration
of the performance is expected. The exact k upper value will
depend on the characteristics of the system and on the degree
of the applied correction, which lies outside the limit of this
paper.

3.3. Alignment Tolerances
The greatest disadvantage of the star enlargers is probably

the introduction of a source of potential misalignment in the
optical train. At the first order, in fact, in the 1 : 1 layer-oriented
approach (§ 2), any tilt of the pyramid has no effect on the
quality of the pupil images (for pyramid tilt effects, see, e.g.,
Arcidiacono 2005). In the case described here, it is instead
likely that the two lenses and the pyramid are mechanically
grouped together. A misalignment of the star enlarger–pyramid
group by an angle a (Fig. 8) translates into a tip-tilt signal.
This effect is corrected by the system, which translates the

group laterally in order to keep the beam on the pin of the
pyramid. This introduces an angular shift of the pupil in the

reference frame of the star enlarger–pyramid group by a quan-
tity of the order of . In order to avoid off-axis aberrations,f a1
the star-enlarger lens design should take into account a large
enough corrected FOV. The final deflection of any ray coming
from a specific direction (equivalent in this space to a point
on the pupil) will be

1
b ! a 1! . (11)( )k

Such a figure has to be compared with the new aperture
angle of the beam, which is smaller than the original one by
the enlarging factor k. We can introduce a relative error in the
shift of the pupil, defined as

dD ( )! aF 1! k . (12)
D

Such an error should be kept significantly smaller than the
pitch or sampling density on the pupil. For instance, a system
designed for sensing and correction on a grid over theN# N
pupil will require a tolerance of the order of

1
a K . (13)

N# F(1! k)

This tolerance depends on the sensing wavelength and the
telescope diameter D. In fact, the size of the reimaged pupils
has to be tuned to ensure proper sampling. The pupil diameter,
expressed by the number of subapertures N (see eq. [13]), scales
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Fig. 9.—Cumulative distribution of asterisms with a certain minimum sep-
aration between the two closest stars. One can easily see that only a small
fraction of asterisms is neglected because of the technical impossibility of
placing two reference stars closer than a figure of the order of 20".

with the ratio; considering the dependence of , it can6/5D/r l r0 0

be concluded that shorter wavelengths or larger telescope di-
ameters require tighter tolerances. For instance, the alignment
tolerance for an 8 m telescope in the V band ( mm) isl p 0.5
comparable to that of a 50 m telescope in the K band (l p

mm). Although this is slightly unfavorable scaling for large2.2
telescope diameters, the resulting tolerances do not appear be-
yond practical limits, making this technique applicable even to
next-generation extremely large telescopes (ELTs; Gilmozzi et
al. 1998; Nelson 2000; Andersen et al. 2004). However, high-
order corrections need large pupil sampling and tolerances that
are tighter: in this case, several tricks are possible to ensure
the star enlargers’ alignment (Xompero et al. 2004).
Enlarging the reference image on the pyramid generates an

important advantage by increasing the tolerance on the pyramid
pin and turned-edge dimension. In fact, in closed-loop con-
ditions, the reference images are nearly diffraction limited. The
corresponding dimension ! gives a limit on the pin sizelF
(where F is the focal ratio), but increasing F by a factor k, also
increases the tolerance on this fundamental dimension in the
same way.

3.4. Constraints on the Star-Enlarger Diameter
Even though in principle there is no limit on how small an

exit pupil can be made, diffraction effects impose a limit in
the resolution. It is easy to show that such a constraint translates
into a minimum diameter for the entrance lens of the star en-
larger, such that

l 1
K , (14)

d NF1

where l is the wave-front sensing wavelength and N refers to
the required sampling on the pupil. This translates into a min-
imum focal length of the first lens, given by

f k lN, (15)1

which is an extremely loose constraint, fulfilled in any case of
practical interest.
The outer diameter of the star enlarger, on the other hand,

is dominated by the diameter of the second lens, essentially
imposed by FOV requirements. In fact, a star enlarger covers
an area in the sky of angular size

f D1v ! kf ! , (16)2f

where f is the requested FOV of a single star enlarger, or in
other words, the FOV around each star in the wave-front sensor,
which is usually comparable to the seeing disk size. The second
term in equation (16) is normally negligible with respect to the
first one. With this approximation, the minimum separation
between any two stars is of the order of . While it has tokf
be noted that stars very close to each other do not provide
much information on the three-dimensional nature of the tur-
bulence, it should also be stressed that especially in the layer-
oriented scheme, these stars may produce a further enforce-
ment of the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) for a given direction
in the sky. We have investigated this problem for the layer-
oriented MCAO system aboard VLT (§ 3.6); in this case, the
minimum relative angular separation among the reference
stars is . We have performed an extensive analysis""kf ! 20
over !11,000 asterisms (Marchetti et al. 2002) that were
found as suitable reference targets. The asterisms have been
selected on real-sky catalog rather than on a distribution
model, and they all comprise groups of at least three and at
most eight stars within a 2! diameter FOV whose integrated
magnitude is brighter than . As can be seen in Fig-R ! 16.5
ure 9, the cumulative distribution of asterisms including two
stars separated by a distance smaller than the limit mentioned
above is relatively small; i.e., !10%–15%. In these cases, it
will be necessary to drop one reference source from the as-
terism, and the most likely effect will be an almost negligible
decrease of the sky coverage. In particular, we expect that at
the Galactic plane, the density and number of stars is such that
dropping one reference because of a collision problem with a
neighborhood stars enlarger will not lead to any lowering of
the sky coverage, because in this case the adopted asterism
already contains enough stars. On the other hand, three-ref-
erence asterisms are not uncommon when looking at the Ga-
lactic poles. A conservative estimate based on the work by
Marchetti et al. leads to a sky coverage at such latitude dropping
from 21% to about 18%.
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Fig. 10.—Optical design of the layer-oriented wave-front sensor for the ESO-VLT MCAO demonstrator. The pupil reimaging objective is split into two lens
groups: O1 (composed of the lenses from L1 to L4) and O2 (composed of the lenses from L5 to L8). A beam splitter is placed between O1 and O2 to split the
light into two channels, one dedicated to the ground layer, and the other dedicated to the finite-altitude layer.

3.5. Background Light
The background light not collected by the star enlargers is

focused by the objective of focal length , forming a singlefl
large pupil image, which produces a background illumination
on the detector. In principle this effect might degrade the S/N,
although the pupil image considered here is a factor k larger
than the pupils used for wave-front sensing; hence, the light is
spread over a much larger area.
A possible solution to this drawback is to adjust the vertex

angle of the pyramids in order to fit the small pupils used for
wave-front sensing within the central obstruction of the large
pupil produced by the background light. In this sense, larger
obstructions are favored; for instance, the Overwhelmingly
Large Telescope (Dierickx et al. 2004) will be favored with
respect to the VLT (Quattri et al. 1994). In the extreme case
of a binocular telescope, such as the Large Binocular Telescope
(Hill & Salinari 1998), the exit pupil can be seen as a large
circle whose diameter is related to the full baseline, while only
two regions corresponding to the telescope’s apertures are ac-
tually filled. In this way the central obstruction is very large,
and it is even easier to avoid any light contamination due to
the background.
As an alternative, it is possible to physically shield the back-

ground light, making the wave-front sensor much closer to a
multislit instrument (see, e.g., Oke et al. 1975; Crampton et al.
2000; Le Fevre et al. 2000; Osmer et al. 2000; Sharples et al.
2000) than to a set of freely movable finders looking for suitable
reference stars.

3.6. A Practical Implementation
A study is in progress to implement the approach presented

in this section in a MCAO demonstrator (MAD) for the VLT
at the European Southern Observatory (Hubin et al. 2002). The

target of this instrument is to achieve diffraction-limited cor-
rection in the K band over a 2! FOV, with two deformable
mirrors conjugated to the ground and to a finite altitude layer
located at a 8.5 km distance above the pupil.
The optical design of the layer-oriented WFS for MAD (Ver-

net et al. 2005) is shown in Figure 10. The f/20 telecentric
beams of the reference stars are transformed into f/300 beams
by the star enlargers. The pyramids are placed in the f/300
focal plane, beyond which a reimaging objective forms the
pupil images on the detector, an EEV CCD50 with a 24 mm
pixel pitch. The system is designed to work in the wavelength
range from 0.45 to 0.95 mm and to give a final pupil size of

mm. Each star enlarger is composed of two achromatics ! 0.4
doublets (SE1, SE2). Between these two components, a 0.5
mm pupil is formed where a diffusing plate might be placed
to realize the spot blurring (the modulation item is discussed
at the end of this section) for the PS operation (Ragazzoni et
al. 2002). The pyramids have to match a spot size of !10 mm;
a vertex angle of is required to accommodate the re-a ! 1".2
imaged pupils on each detector. The considerable enlarging factor

, imposed by the CCD size, leads to a constraint on thek p 15
minimum distance between any two reference stars of approx-
imately 20". This figure is comparable to the isoplanatic patch
size at 1.0 mm, hence no improvement in FOV coverage would
derive from two stars closer than this distance. The reimaging
objective is composed of eight separate lenses (Table 1) with an
f/1.05 focal ratio and a 110 mm clear optical diameter. The
optical quality is excellent, yielding more than 98% of the
diffraction squared energy within a single pixel of the CCD.
When binning is used, this figure approaches 100% and2# 2
is practically identical to the diffraction limit.
Light splitting is necessary to reimage the high-altitude layer,

for instance by placing a beam splitter in the optical path. To
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TABLE 1
Prescription Data of the f/1 Objective

Lens Radius Thickness Glass Diameter

L1 . . . . . . . . . 102.840 30.000 N-PK51 128
Infinity 6.669 Air 128

L2 . . . . . . . . . "273.249 25.400 Silica 120
71.000 1.000 Air 104

L3 . . . . . . . . . 70.100 30.000 N-PK51 104
Infinity 24.743 Air 104

L4 . . . . . . . . . 98.537 10.000 N-LAK8 80
44.850 125.000 Air 70

L5 . . . . . . . . . 77.536 28.000 N-FK51 78
"68.090 0.534 Air 78

L6 . . . . . . . . . "65.050 15.000 SF2 70
Infinity 7.302 Air 78

L7 . . . . . . . . . 109.000 20.000 N-FK51 68
"167.966 13.645 Air 68

L8 . . . . . . . . . 38.140 20.000 Silica 50
Infinity 20.000 Air 50

Note.—All surfaces are spherical. Dimensions are in mm. Only standard
Schott glasses have been used. The last lens is made of silica as the CCD
window and has a plane rear surface; the thickness of this lens can be easily
modified to account for the thickness of the camera entrance window.

minimize the noncommon path aberrations, this component
should be placed in a collimated beam. One possibility is to
place it just before the pupil reimager, but this choice has two
drawbacks: a big beam splitter size and a need to duplicate the
full reimaging optics of the high-altitude and the ground-level
CCDs. A second possibility is to place the beam splitter be-
tween the two groups of lenses (O1 and O2); this choice re-
quires an 85 mm beam splitter, which might be found in com-
mercial catalogs.
Concerning the mechanical design, the idea is to realize for

each reference star a support for the two achromatic doublets,
the diffusing plate (if needed), and the pyramid. In order to
pick the reference stars in the focal plane, these supports are
moved by commercial X-Y motorized stages able to provide
the necessary positioning accuracy. The objective lenses are
grouped into three barrels: one O1 common to the ground and

the high-altitude channels, and two copies of O2 after the beam
splitter. The two copies of O2 can be moved along the optical
axis and decentered or tilted with respect to O1. These degrees
of freedom will allow the proper alignment of the system. An
additional consequence is that the optical tolerances of the ob-
jective are not as tight as one would expect, considering the very
fast focal ratio and the high performance required. Given the
fast focal ratio of these objectives, the difference in focusing
position for the different conjugation altitude is tiny (less than
30 mm in the case described here), and optimization for these
different focusings leads substantially to the same optical design.
The proposed optomechanical design is fully compatible

with the implementation of a diffusing plate to accomplish the
PS modulation. As an added note, there is strong evidence,
both theoretical and practical (analytical simulations [Costa
2005] and on-sky verification [Ghedina et al. 2002]), that there
is no need to introduce any artificial modulation for the PS
operation: the residual wave-front deformation due to the partial
correction at the wave-front–sensing wavelength provides the
modulation needed for the proper operation of the system. In
the ESO MCAO demonstrator, no diffusing plate will be used.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The original PS 1 : 1 approach for MCAO applications has

been discussed, and a detailed calculation of pupil size shows
the need for an optomechanical trick to shrink pupil dimensions
to fit the detector. An appealing solution allows us to reduce
the pupil size with a simple and straightforward layout: intro-
ducing a two-lens optical train for each pyramid realizes a
transformation of the focal plane in which the stars are enlarged
without modifying their relative distances.
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